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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a robotic fiber 

fabrication method based on solidification force control to 

achieve highly repeatable mechanical properties of fibers. 

Dextran material is used as the specimen in the experiments. It 

has been chosen because of its similar rheological behavior to silk 

protein at high mass concentrations. However, the viscosity of 

dextran material is very low at its liquid phase, so force control 

during fabrication is challenging. Here, we propose a novel 

approach that controls the mechanical properties of fiber by 

controlling the solidification force. We employ impedance 

control with force tracking to control the solidification force to 

carry out the threading experiments and examine the benefits of 

the proposed approach. The repeatability of the mechanical 

properties of the fabricated fibers has been studied and 

compared using three scenarios a) fiber fabrication without 

solidification force control, abbreviated as FFNC, b) fiber 

fabrication with solidification force control after 60 seconds of 

solidification from the beginning of the solidification force 

detection abbreviated as FFWC, and c) fiber fabrication with 

solidification force control immediately after the detection of the 

solidification force, abbreviated as FFSC.  The experimental 

results show that fibers fabricated using FFSC scenario have the 

highest repeatability based on the coefficient of variation of 

properties of the fabricated fibers, where the obtained coefficient 

of variation of the toughness, stiffness, elongation, and strength 

are 12.8%, 13.6%, 14.8%, 12.7% respectively. The experimental 

results also showed that fibers' mechanical properties toughness, 

stiffness, elongation, and strength have a negative correlation 

with the fabrication pulling velocity.  

 

Index Terms−robotics and automation, artificial fiber 

threading, bio-mimicking, impedance control, force control 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Fiber-shaped materials are very important in making 
various functional three-dimensional (3D) objects. Fibers are 
long, thin, and soft, and these properties help higher-order 
assemblies such as nanoscale materials [1] [2], clothes [3], and 
architectures [4] by folding, bundling, reeling, and weaving 
fibers. For example, hydrogel microfiber structures have been 
used  to recapitulate biological tissues' architecture and 
functionality at the microscale [5] [6]. Hybrid polymer 
hydrogel fibers have also been used in soft biomimetic 
actuators and sensors with shape-changing capabilities in soft 
macro- and microrobotics [7] [8], as well as flexible microfiber 
strain sensor with a beads-on-a-string structure [9].  

Despite all the advances in abundant fiber applications, a 
little study can be found in fiber fabrication beyond basic gel 
extrusion and threading. The gel-like matter is a mixture of 
liquids, gases, and solids with multiple surfaces that exhibit 
nonlinear responses, making the material highly deformable, 
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highly viscose, and thermally sensitive, and its phase 
frequently changes. Because of these characteristics, 
manipulating gel-like matter is extremely difficult, so a 
detailed understanding and correct definition of its properties 
is essential. The threading of silk proteins and a variety of 
polymer materials to generate artificial threads has been the 
subject of scientific research. A variety of techniques have 
been used, e.g., wet-spinning [10], dry-spinning [11], 
electrospinning [12], microfluidic spinning [13], and direct 
writing [14]. So far,  their mechanical properties, especially the 
strength and toughness of the produced artificial fibers can 
reach only about one-fifth of that of natural fibers such as 
spider silk fiber [15]. One of the reasons is that the fabrication 
process is either manual or based on open-loop regulation, e.g. 
velocity or position regulation. 

Many natural species, on the other hand, can manipulate 
silk material with their bodily structures. Silk spinning in 
spiders and silkworms are prime examples [16] [17]. Using 
spinnerets and claws, a spider, for example, may perform a 
sophisticated pultrusion. By changing the interaction (pulling) 
forces, a spider can tune the mechanical properties of silk 
during threading, allowing protein dope to be continually 
converted into fibers with exceptional mechanical properties 
[15]. The produced fibers are one of the strongest and toughest 
biological materials, outperforming most synthetic polymers 
and even some metal alloys. In our recent work [18], a robotic 
gel fiber fabrication method based on impedance control with 
force tracking was proposed to control the pulling and 
solidification forces. The proposed method produced fibers 
with higher mechanical properties compared with fibers 
fabricated using open-loop pulling velocity regulation. To 
validate the proposed method, a commercial fast-curing 
contact adhesive (Pattex), which is a solvent-based 
polychloroprene rubber, was used to generate artificial fibers. 
However, this fast-curing contact adhesive (Pattex) has a very 
different rheological behavior than natural silk.  

In this paper, we propose a robotic fiber fabrication method 
based on solidification force control to achieve highly 
repeatable mechanical properties of fibers. Dextran material is 
used as the specimen in the experiments. It has been chosen 
because of its similar rheological behavior to silk protein at 
high mass concentrations. However, the viscosity of dextran 
material is very low at its liquid phase, so force control during 
fabrication is challenging. Here, we propose a novel approach 
that controls the mechanical properties of fiber by controlling 
the solidification force. We employ impedance control with 
force tracking developed in [18] to control the solidification 
force. The repeatability of the mechanical properties of the 
fabricated fibers has been studied and compared using three 
scenarios a) fiber fabrication without solidification force 
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control, abbreviated as FFNC, b) fiber fabrication with 
solidification force control after 60 seconds of solidification 
from the beginning of the solidification force detection 
abbreviated as FFWC, and c) fiber fabrication with 
solidification force control immediately after the detection of 
the solidification force, abbreviated as FFSC.   

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the 
experimental setup. Section III introduces the experimental 
protocol and impedance control with force tracking used to 
control the solidification force. Section IV reports and 
discusses the experimental results. Finally, section V 
concludes the paper. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experimental setup for Dextran fiber fabrication is 
shown in Fig. 1. Dextran dispenser is installed at the lower part 
of the setup, mounted on a motorized precision positioner 
(Physik Instrumente, model M-404.4PD). For pulling 
experiments, a capillary needle is mounted on a fixed force 
sensor (LCM Systems, model LCM UF1) to sense the pulling 
force after contacting the Dextran at the tube of the dispenser. 
The force sensor (LCM Systems, model LCM UF1) is based 
on strain gauges, which return a signal proportional to the 
mechanical force applied for the gel pulling. It has a resolution 
of 0.05 g and an estimated stiffness of 8 × 10� �/
. The 
motorized precision positioner is controlled via a controller 
(Physik Instrumente, model C-884.4CD). The measurement of 
the force sensor is acquired using a data acquisition (DAQ) 
board (National Instrument, model PCIe-6363). The whole 
setup is constructed on a vibration isolation table and 
controlled using Matlab/Simulink.  

Dextran is a polymerized Glucose mixed with water, used as 
the gel specimen in the experiments. Dextran is chosen because 
of its similar rheological behavior to silk protein at high mass 
concentrations. Dextran is also easy to produce, can be stored 
by flash freezing in a freezer, and thawed without structural 
changes.  

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Fiber fabrication protocol  

The proposed fiber fabrication procedure is shown in Fig. 
2, including the dispensing phase, and both the Dextran fiber 
fabrication and characterization phases. In the dispensing 
phase, the force sensor tip is inserted into the dispenser tube 
until it contacts the Dextran material. In the fiber fabrication 
phase, the Dextran is pulled using the manipulator for a given 
distance (referred to as fabrication pulling, and the force is 
referred to as fabrication force). Then, the manipulator is kept 
steady for a given time while the fiber is solidifying (referred 
to as solidification force). In the fiber characterization phase, 
the fiber is pulled again (referred to as characterization pulling, 
and the force is referred to as characterization force) to 
investigate the mechanical properties of the fabricated fibers 
using the force-extension curve after the fiber fabrication 
phase. 

Dextran fiber fabrication is the process of pulling the 
Dextran material to transform it from a liquid to semi-solid and 
consequently producing a fiber. During the solidification, the 
chemical and molecular structure changes continuously, which 
affects the mechanical properties of the fiber and its 

repeatability. Controlling the solidification force or tension 
force may increase the repeatability and control of the 
mechanical properties of the fibers. For this purpose, the next 
section will present the control approach used to control the 
solidification force during the fiber fabrication. 

B. Fiber fabrication control 

To control the fiber fabrication process, we employed the 
impedance control with force tracking developed in [18]. The 
objective, as introduced in [26], is to provide a desired user-
specified dynamical relationship, referred to as, target 
impedance between the manipulator (consisting of the 
precision positioner and the dispenser) position � and the 
solidification force �. Typically, the target impedance is 
selected as a linear second-order system, so that the dynamical 

  

Fig. 1. The experimental setup for robotic fiber fabrication. The force sensor 
is fixed on a frame, and the Dextran dispenser is mounted on a motorized 

precision stage.  

 

Fig. 2. The fiber threading experimental protocol. a) inserting the force 
sensor tip in the dispenser tube until it contacts the Dextran material; b) 

the dispenser moves away from the force sensor pulling the Dextran into 

a fiber until certain criteria are satisfied, e.g., in displacement or force; 
c) the system stalls for a certain amount of time to allow the fiber to 

solidify; d) the fiber is pulled further until e) the fiber breaks.  



  

relationship between the fabrication force � and the 
manipulator position � can be controlled by a mass-spring-
damper system.  

During the solidification of the fiber, the stiffness, 
damping, and mass of the Dextran change continuously. 
Therefore, all three parameters are variables with respect to 
time. The force applied by the manipulator on the Dextran is 
given by: 


����� + ������ + ����� = � �1� 

where 
���, ���� and ���� are respectively the mass, 
damping, and stiffness of the Dextran. � is the current position 
of the manipulator (tip of the dispenser), �� is the output of the 

block “Position controller” (see Fig. 3), � is the force applied 
by the manipulator to the Dextran once contact between both 
is established. The � is the pulling force to be controlled 
based on impedance control.  

A common mathematical description of the target 
impedance is given by (2), where �, �, and � are respectively 
the desired mass, damping, and stiffness of the target 
impedance, �� is the reference position, �� is the reference 
pulling force and �� is the pulling force error.  

���� − ���� + ���� − ���� + ��� − ��� = �� − �� = �� �2� 

The position controller is implemented using the 
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller. Thus, the 
control law can be expressed as 

�� = ���! + �" # �! + �$��! �3� 

where kp, ki, and kv are the PID controller gains, where �! = 
�* − �, represents the position error between the desired 
generated position and the current position.  

The steady-state pulling force error is given as derived in 
[18]: 

��88 = �9: ; ��
���� + �! − ��< �4� 

where �9: = >?@�A�
>B?@�A� is the equivalent stiffness of the 

target impedance and the Dextran. The equation (4) means that 
if the control law of the position controller is used to reach a 
zero steady-state position error (�! → 0) and the reference 
position is selected precisely, then the steady-state force error 

will tend towards zero ( ��88 → 0). 

However, the stiffness of the Dextran changes continuously 
during fiber pulling. An online estimation method is used to 
estimate the stiffness ���� during the whole threading process 
[18]. The Dextran stiffness is then estimated using the static 
part of the equation (1): 

�C = �
�  D� � ≻ 0 �5� 

Note that neglecting the dynamic part of equation (1) could 
change the desired dynamic of the system but it will not 
influence the steady-state part. The complete impedance 
control with the force tracking scheme used in this work is 
shown in Fig. 3.  

In the experiments, the impedance control with the force 
tracking scheme presented in Fig. 3 is implemented with a 
sampling frequency of 100 Hz without any knowledge of the 
stiffness of the Dextran before pulling. The control scheme was 
evaluated using the experimental setup presented in section II. 
The PID parameters of the position controller and the target 
impedance in Fig. 3 have been tuned based on the trial-error 
method to achieve the desired force performances (time 
response, accuracy, and overshoot cancelation). 

As shown in Fig. 4, during the dispensing and fiber 
fabrication pulling phases a) and b) (also see Fig. 2), the force 
is not detectable, because Dextran material has very low 
viscosity, However, during solidification, when the 
manipulator stalls for a given amount of time, the solidification 
force can be detected. The estimation of the stiffness then 
begins, and the impedance controller can track the force 
reference set to 5 
� with a response time of 6 G without 
overshoot, with a force tracking error of 0.007 mN (0.14%� 
and a position error of 0.0859 mm �0.29%�. And the stiffness 
of the Dextran fiber is estimated continuously during control to 
be around 0.0835 N/m average.  

In the next section, fiber fabrication with and without force 
control is studied. 

 
Fig. 3: The impedance control with force tracking control scheme applied on 

fiber threading during the fabrication process. 

 
Fig. 4. The pulling force and displacement trajectory of fiber fabrication. 

experiment. During a) and b) (see Fig. 3), the force is not detectable, during 

solidification c) the system stalls for a certain amount of time to allow the 
fiber to solidify until the force starts to be detected, simultaneously the 

impedance controller is enabled to let the solidification force tracks the force 

reference; d) the fiber is pulled further until e) the fiber breaks. 



  

IV. FIBER FABRICATION BASED ON SOLIDIFICATION FORCE 

CONTROL 

All the experiments have been done under constant 
environmental conditions: temperature and relative humidity 
of 24 °C and a 63% respectively. 

In this section, we investigate the impact of solidification 
force control using impedance control with force tracking [18], 
We use an experimental protocol as shown in Fig. 2 to conduct 
experiments and characterize the mechanical properties of the 
fabricated fibers, and investigate the repeatability of the 
experiments. To judge the impact, we compared the 
repeatability results from fiber fabrication without 
solidification force control, abbreviated as FFNC; fiber 
fabrication with solidification force control 60 sec after the first 
detection of the solidification force, abbreviated as FFWC; and 
fiber fabrication with solidification force control immediately 
after the detection of the solidification force, abbreviated as 
FFSC. In the three cases, the pulling velocity is constant and 
equal to 50 

/G. 

After threading or the fabrication process in Fig. 2, the 
fabricated fiber is characterized using tensile testing, where the 
force-extension curve can be obtained. Force-extension curves 
can reveal key mechanical properties of fiber, e.g., toughness, 
stiffness, elongation, and strength. Toughness is the most 
remarkable property of biological materials. It is the capability 
of a material to consume the energy and gets deformed without 
breaking up. The stiffness of the material affects the degree it 
deflects under a load, and the strength is the property of a 
material that opposes the deformation or breakdown of 
material in the presence of load forces. The elongation-to-break 
is the deformation of a sample when it breaks.  

To compare the results, we first studied the repeatability of 
the mechanical properties using the FFNC and FFWC 
scenarios. Five fibers are fabricated and characterized for each 
scenario following the experimental protocol in Fig. 2. The 
obtained force profile with respect to time for fiber fabrication 
and characterization phases are shown in Fig. 5.a and Fig. 5.c 
respectively. The corresponding characterization force-
extension curves are shown in Fig. 5.b and Fig. 5.d 
respectively. The mean, standard deviation (SD), and 
coefficient of variation (CV) of the mechanical properties, 
toughness, stiffness, elongation, and strength are estimated as 
shown in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. 

To investigate the repeatability of the mechanical 
properties of FFSC scenario, five fibers are fabricated and 
characterized. The obtained force profile with respect to time 
for fiber fabrication and characterization phases is shown in 
Fig. 5.e, and the corresponding characterization force-
extension curves are shown in Fig. 5.f. The mean, standard 
deviation (SD), and coefficient of variation (CV) of the 
mechanical properties, toughness, stiffness, elongation, and 
strength are estimated as shown in Table 3.  

We can notice that the repeatability of the mechanical 
properties using the proposed FFSC scenario is the highest, it 
has the lowest CV of the four mechanical properties, 
toughness, stiffness, elongation, and strength as Fig. 6 and 
Tables 1,2 and 3. We attribute the inferior repeatability of the 
FFNC scenario to the uncontrolled solidification dynamics and 
steady-state solidification force, and the FFWC scenario to the 
uncontrolled solidification dynamics. 

Fig.5: a) Force profile with respect to time for fiber fabrication and characterization phases for FFNC scenario, b) Force-extension curve after 
characterization FFNC scenario c) Force profile with respect to time for fiber fabrication and characterization phases for  FFWC scenario, d) Force-

extension curve after characterization FFWC scenario, e) Force profile with respect to time for fiber fabrication and characterization phases for FFSC 

scenario, f) Force-extension curve after characterization FFSC scenario. 



  

To study the influence of the pulling velocity on the 
mechanical properties of the fabricated fibers using the 
proposed FFSC scenario, we applied four different pulling 
velocities 10, 15, 20, and 25 

/G. The obtained force-
extension curves Fig. 7.a. The mechanical properties of the 
fabricated fibers, in terms of toughness, stiffness, elongation, 
and strength corresponding to the four different pulling 
velocities are compared using bar diagrams as shown in Fig. 
7.b. We can notice that the toughness, stiffness, elongation, and 
strength have a negative correlation with respect to the pulling 
velocity.  

V. CONCLUSION  

Fiber-shaped materials are very important in making 
various functional three-dimensional (3D) objects. Fibers are 
long, thin, and soft, and these properties help higher-order 
assemblies such as nanoscale materials, clothes, architectures, 
etc. On the other hand, spiders, for example, can do a 
sophisticated pultrusion process. Their produced fibers 
outperform most synthetic polymers and even some metal 
alloys. To mimic and understand the spider threading process, 
a robotic fiber fabrication method based on solidification force 
control was designed to achieve highly repeatable mechanical 
properties of fibers. We employed impedance control with 
force tracking to control the solidification force to carry out 
fiber fabrication experiments. The repeatability of the 
mechanical properties of the fabricated fibers has been studied 
and compared using three scenarios a) fiber fabrication without 
solidification force control, abbreviated as FFNC, b) fiber 
fabrication with solidification force control after 60 seconds of 
solidification from the beginning of the solidification force 
detection abbreviated as FFWC, and c) fiber fabrication with 
solidification force control immediately after the detection of 
the solidification force, abbreviated as FFSC. The 
experimental results show that fibers fabricated using FFSC 
scenario have the highest repeatability based on the coefficient 
of variation of properties of the fabricated fibers, where the 
obtained coefficient of variation of the toughness, stiffness, 
elongation, and strength are 12.8%, 13.6%, 14.8%, 12.7% 

 
Fig.7: a) The obtained force-extension curves from characterization of four fibers fabricated using FFSC with four different pulling velocities of 10, 15, 20, 

and 25 

/G.. g), b) The corresponding obtained mechanical properties: toughness, stiffness, elongation, and strength, for the four different pulling velocities 

of 10, 15, 20, and 25 

/G.  

 

TABLE 1: TOUGHNESS, STIFFNESS, ELONGATION, AND STRENGTH, FOR FFNC
SCENARIO. 

 
Toughness 

(10JK ∙ J) 
Stiffness 

(N/m) 

Elongation 

(mm) 

Strength 

(mN) 

Mean 0.89 227.53 0.99 118.33 

SD 0.29 31.29  0.42 24.99 

CV 0.32 0.137 0.42 0.21 

TABLE 2: TOUGHNESS, STIFFNESS, ELONGATION, AND STRENGTH FOR FFWC
SCENARIO. 

 
Toughness 

�10JK ∙ J� 

Stiffness 

(N/m) 

Elongation 

(mm) 

Strength 

(mN) 

Mean 5.49 411.60 0.1613 56.79 

SD 3.90  158.23  0.033  32.90 

CV 0.71 0.38 0.20 0.57 

TABLE 3: TOUGHNESS, STIFFNESS, ELONGATION, AND STRENGTH, FOR FFSC
SCENARIO.  

 
Toughness 

(10JK ∙ J) 
Stiffness 

(N/m) 

Elongation 

(mm) 

Strength 

(mN) 

Mean 3.01 312.51 0.1818 27.76 

SD 0.39 42.67 0.027 3.52 

CV 0.128 0.136 0.148 0.127 

 

 
Fig.6: The obtained CV of toughness, stiffness, elongation, and 
strength for FFNC, FFWC, and FFSC scenarios. 



  

respectively. The proposed based on FFSC scenario has also 
been used to study the influence of the fabrication pulling 
velocity on the mechanical properties of the fibers. The 
influence of the fabrication pulling velocity has been studied, 
showing that the mechanical properties toughness, stiffness, 
elongation, and strength have a negative correlation with the 
fabrication pulling velocity.  
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